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Modern authentication (AIM/OIDC), tokens, macaroons

Efficient data delivery and data management technologies

Columnar analysis and support new python ecosystem

Modern deployment and integration techniques

Support for object storage

Efficient data caching solutions

Easy integration with existing HPC/HTC resources

Building blocks for designing Coffea-Casa
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Coffea-Casa: Aiming for Remote Adoption
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Building blocks: Authentication Tools

Jupyterhub allows for a variety of 
authentication methods and we inherit this functionality.

Using OAuth we can select an OIDC service to manage users for us. 

Dummy authentication is also useful for spinning up test instances.

Each instance must be registered and secrets about that client have
to be available in the instance.  We seal these secrets so we can
store them in git encrypted.

https://cms-auth.web.cern.ch
https://cilogon.org/oauth2/register

https://cms-auth.web.cern.ch/


  

Building blocks: OIDC demo

Opendata Instance:



  

Building blocks: Secrets (KubeSeal)



  

Building blocks: Token Management

Tokens are signed strings that allow for various
functionality.  The pieces of Casa using/needing
tokens are HTCondor and XCache access.

We want to abstract access authentication away
from the user so things 'just work'.

We also want to obscure any x509 certs as needed.

Token creation takes place in a custom script that's
shipped with the base Coffea-casa codebase. 

Condor POOL Password vs. Token

Pool passwords are master keys for your 
cluster and needed to sign any tokens.

The POOL password is stored in K8s but 
NOT available in any user's environment.

The user only gets a user token to 
submit jobs to the local queue, whether 
that queue is a remote resource or a K8s 
service.Sample xcache_token payload:

location T2_US_Nebraska
identifier 46a….
cid name:cms-jovyan
cid activity:DOWNLOAD
cid path:/store
cid before:2023-04-24T13:59:47Z



  

Building blocks: Data Delivery 
(Stand-alone XCache) 
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Red-xcache1.unl.edu

Plugins

[Coffea-casa team]

red-xcache1 has 88TB of cache 
space and allows a cms coffea user
access to the CMS data 
namespace.

Although the casa issues the user a 
token the mechanism for access is 
x509 “under the bonnet”.

Full K8s native Xcache 'almost 
there'.

https://iris-hep.org/projects/coffea-casa.html


  

Building blocks: Data Delivery (Skyhook)

Skyhook bumps into a limitation for scaling out to a cluster
as it requires access to the underlying CEPH filesystem.
This doesn't easily cross network boundaries.  Our skyhook
enabled instances are limited to internal Condor 
worker/resources.
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Building blocks: Dask

Dask can be used inside Jupyter or you can simply 
launch it through Jupyter and connect directly from 
your laptop

● Dask provides a task-management computational 
framework in Python based on the manager-worker 
paradigm

● Dask exposes lower-level APIs letting to build custom 
systems for in-house applications

● Integrates with HPC clusters, running a variety of 
schedulers including SLURM, LSF, SGE and  HTCondor 
via “dask-jobqueue”

● This allows us to create a user-level interactive 
system via queueing up in the batch system



  

Implementing Dask in Coffea-Casa
HTCondor scheduler

HTCondor workers
Jupyter kernel Dask 

workers

Dask scheduler

Dask 
work. Dask 

work.
Dask 
work.

The Dask scheduler is dynamically allocated a
DNS name.  In my case:

tls://clundstedt-40unl-2eedu.dask.coffea.casa:8786

This address is passed to the HTCondor/Dask workers
to report back to.

Kubernetes manages this traffic for each instance using
a traefik service spun up in each instance 

NETWORK
BOUNDRY



  

At the DNS service (GoDaddy in this case):

Two IPs were allocated to this instance, coffea-opendataaf.casa



  

Implementing Dask in Coffea-Casa

The Coffea-casa class extends the Dask
job-queue to automatically configure the 
job queue environment.  Users need know
NO Condor or service names.

Service providers/admins can tune the
size of workers here.



  

GitOps and Flux

Flux is a service on K8s that checks the state 
of the cluster vs. what is requested in the 
charts/yaml files.  The state of the cluster is 
defined in files stored in git, flux reconciles 
the state with the demand.

All Coffea-casa administration 
is done via git.

Image courtesy of https://fluxcd.io/legacy/flux/



  

Further extensions/improvements for Casa
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Tools we use to admin: Jupyterhub Native



  

Tools we use to admin: Lens



  

Questions?

Scale-out With Coffea: Coffea-Casa Analysis Facility 



  “May you live in an interesting age”

Designing Coffea-Casa  Assets vs. Demands

Support new analysis toolsLarge HTC clusters (T2s)
Batch Experts

Xroot data services

Container experts

Kubertnetes resources

Interactive 
Transparent token management

FamiliarData caching CASA
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